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Commodity business as Oilseed and grain processing has been always very traditional in the way to approach technological transformation related to improving efficiency of our business and develop new businesses.  Already a decade passed, when we started to see new approach to innovation for FMCG companies forced by the speed of change in this business and the level of skills and innovation capabilities appearing in Ingredients companies.  Due to the world challenges on resources, the international pressure and volatility on margin as well as an optimisation of the value chain from farm to fork, Commodity is moving toward new way of thinking innovation. Few years ago already, Bunge has turn the key of this path with a global team working on the entire value chain (Food, Feed, Fuel) to identify technology transformations, potential new or improved business as well as key strategic  partners to work with (suppliers, biotech, customers, institutes, research centres). A number of various key innovations will be presented in this lecture as example of development, integration and implementation of new technologies (Oil processing, Proteins or Sugar and Bioenergy).  A Technology road mapping, a careful scouting of technology opportunities as well as a strategic and financial screening and then a win-win partnership (Co-Research Program, Technology or company acquisition, Outsourcing development,  Joint Development agreement, Join Venture) constitute important steps in the approach.
This compact global team spread all over the world is very closely linked with Operating Companies close to the reality of markets and also to the segments as well as strategic team to ensure the projects portfolio relevance.
We also will evoke some key challenges our industry is facing and some answer from Bunge to the improve efficiency of our business and create new opportunities, this represent a step change in our business.


